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Ontario Department of Agriculture

FRUIT BRANCH
HORTICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION

Peach Growing: in Ontario

F. M. Clement and A. Q. Habbjs.

INTRODUCTION.

When prices are high or above iiurmal for any particular product the tendeoej

is to produce more. With crops that are produced from seed or plants each year,

such as onions and cabliajre, the tondency is toward extreme variations in price eeoh

year. With tree fruits the extremes of variation in price must, of necessity, be

sevaral years apart. Peaches are no exception. Comparatively high prices for

the product led to heavy plantings for a number of years. These plantings ore

now at their best or coming into their best. It was predicted by the leading fruit

men several years ago tliat the price would be low when the young orcharda came
into bearing. It was even felt by some that quantities of fruit would be unmarketed.

These conditions, however, have not been so serioua as expected. Production has

increased as was assured from the largely increased acreage, and prices for the years

1913 and 1915 have been comparatively low (1914 was a complete failure), but no
great quantity of fruit has gone to waste. Good fruit has been in demand.

With the improved distribution of the past season, the aid of advertising, the

improvement of packages and packs, and the more extended use of refrigeration,

it is reasonable to expect that the markets will recover. One other factor seema

to be pointing in an upward direction. The planting of young trees was heaviest

during the years of 1908, 1909 and 1910, gradually decreasing to the years 1913

and 1914. The 1915 plantings were comparatively light, and at the time of

writing prospects for Iieav; plantings in 1916 are not bright. No figures are

available for the lest few ye- s, but it is apparent to the observer that the tendency

to plant heavily is Lot as strong as from five to seven years ago.

Peach-growing in most of the tender fruit sections of Ontario has long passed

the experimental stage, but habits and customs are changing constantly. It is only

fair to expect, however, that the number of plantings will centre around normal

until ''igh prices again coax the growers into sudden and extensive plantings.

HISTORICAL.

The first record, available to the writers, of peaches grown in Ontario is taken

from the diary of Mrs. Simcoe, Niagara, July 2, 1793: "We treated then with

cherries, we having large May Duke cherry trees behind the house and three stan-

1



d»rd peacli trees whic;li supplied us last autumn for tarts and desserts during six

weeki besides the number the young men ate. My share was trifling compared with

theirs, and 1 ate thirty in a day. They were very small and high flavored. When

tired of eating them raw, Mr. Talmau roasted them, and they were very good."

The next record appears in tlie journal of Captain Langsiow, who visited

Niagara in 1817, and spoke of peaches being very plentiful. There is, I believe,

also a written record of Mr. Dennis Woolverton, of Grimsby, selling natural fruit

in Hamilton market as early as 1820. In 1856, Mr. C E. Woolverton, of Grimsby,

planted five acres of commercial orchard of smli varieties as Barnard, Crawford,

Old Mixon and Mountain Rose, and was the first to ship by express to distant

Ontario markets.

When the Prince of Wales visited Toronto in 1860, on the menu card of the

Queen's Hotel occur the words :
" Brown's peaches," showing that the trees mnst

have been planted many years before this date. This orchard was near Niagara-

on-the-Lake, and from written records we are given to understand was on a com-

mercial scale.

It was not, however, until about the year 1890 tliat peaches were planted

generally. The years following this date they were planted very heavily. In the

winter of 1897 and 1898 the severe freezing did much to delay the growth of the

industry, but by 1904 and 1905, it had grown to such proportions that the de-

mand was scarcely equal to the supply. In 1904, the .Irst car was sent West as

far as Winnipeg by freight. The following years saw heavier shipments and the

extension of markets elsewhere. This relieved for the time all poesib lity of con-

gestion and fair to good prices prevailed until 1913. The situ .tion brought to a

head in 1913 is still faced, but relief is looked for in better marketing and exten-

sive advertising. Generally speaking, the growth of the industry has been steady

and prices have been such that the greatest quantities ever produced in Ontario are

being marketed at the present time.

I

EXTENT OF THE INDUSTRY.

Ontauio Peach Censds, 1911

County

Bran t

Brace
Elgin
Essex
Grey
Haldimand
Halton .—
Huron S.. ..

Kent.
Lambton.. .

Lincoln
Middlesex .

.

Norfolk . . .

.

Oxford
Perth S
Waterloo N.
Welland....
Wentworth ,

Non-Bearin., Bearing
1910 1910

2,525 3.169
1.217 2.628
18.800 19,331

83.822 48,932

1.110 1.123
2,234 2,618

5.649 5,394

3,733 4,863

33,710 iH,408

64,227 32,727

491,886 398,320

5,180 3,416

34,685 19.216

3,529 4,611

558 445

352 736

61.261 45.382

67.623 1.55,535
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'^he «l>ove list includes arenjR with a total of at leaat 1,000 treei. The total

fo. itario, according to the 1911 censut. waa aa followi:

—

Non-bemrioff M0«4ft6

Bearing 794.1«

r Total 1.6M.647 TwM

c

Y

County lines cannot, however, be said to marl tiie commercial areaa. The in-

dustry is well established in but fire sections of the Province: Niagara Diatriet,

Leamington District, Forest District, Cedar Sprin,rg District, and Sparta Diatriet.

A number of other sections are experimenting with varying degrees of suoceaa and

give promise of development The county lists show the Niagara District has ap-

proximately 1,850,000 trees; liCamington District, 130,000 treea; Foreat District,

100,000 trees; Cedar Springs District, 60,000; Sparta District, 50,000.

Climate, soils and conditions vary somewhat in these districts, but in many

respects they are very similar.

Soil conditions are very similar, in tiiat the most successful orchards an on

land that is warm and dry and in which the root systems of the treea have an of-

portunity to spread.

Atmospheric conditions are very similar. Either the district i« inflamced

directly by a large body of water or the trees are on a gravel ridge some diatanee

from the water, so high that they are directly influenced by air cnrrenta.

Limiting Factoks.—Many trees are planted outside of and beyond the com-

mercial districts, and consequently a few words on the factors limiting ancceaafal

production may not be amiss.

The native home of tlie peach is almost sub-tropical, but many years of growth

under very varied conditions have gradually fitted it for severer climatea. Un-

doubtedly we can reasonably expect that varieties will be developed that will with-

stand severer climates and more adverse conditions than our present varietiea. At

present, however, a minimum of 20 degrees F., not continued for more than a few

hours is considered the limit of hardiness of wood and bud. The tree nraat he

well prepared, or it will not stand even this extreme.

A soil either too wet or too dry is not the most protective to the roots. A wet

soil freezes deeply and is conducive to sappiness in the new growtJi, oonaeqncntly

conducive to weakness. A soil too dry cannot readily replace the evaporation loaa

from the twigs, and a shrivelling is noted which leads to loss.

A soil too rich in nitrogen also is conducive to a sappy growth which wiD not

stand the extremes of cold.

Generally speaking, the medium rich, deep, warm, well-drained soils prodnce

the hardiest trees. A disregard of any one of these factors is fatal. The amaller,

slower growing varieties are hardiest, and the limit of 20 degrees F. below zero may

be set as a mark even under the most ideal conditions.

VARIETIES.

The selection of the best varieties is one of the first and most important ateps

in successful peach culture. In some cases, varieties entirely unsuited to the ^
mands of the market have been planted. White-fleshed peaches cannot be aaid to

be in demand, but a few varieties are mentioned for home use and early market.



Tux: Tlgoroui; vary produo-

tiro; an earl/ bMurar.

Fbctt: Urge and flattenad; color

a dMp nraam; T«ry downy.

OasKisBoaD.

Vimbh: cream colored, tender,

melting, very Juicy, almost a free

tone.

Quautt: good.

Season: mid-August.

A good early peach for nearby

markets.

Sbction of Obcknsbobo.



Tkkr; hardy, vigorout and pro-

ductive.

Fui'It: a handsome, whife fleah

peach, eaitly bruiaed, large, re-

upmbltng Elbrrta. creamy white

with deep red blukh.

Cabmk.'*.

;:

t

Flesh: white, tender and of fine

flavor.

QuALrrr: Very good. Ii at pre-

sent quite popular.

Season: early September.

Section or Carmen.



Tw.e: viioroui. hardy and pro-

ductive.

Pbvit: medium siM, yellow

Huh; teml-cllnR to fn^ itona.

Plkhh: yellow aud Arm.

AOMiaAL Dkwet.

Quauty: fair to food but will

not hold up well. Rots badly in

damp weather.

Season: Just before the Yellow

St. John.

V
Section or Admual Dewet.



T. : vlforoui and productive.

PBrir: form round, tlM Urg«,

Bkin yellow with dark r«d cbMk.

Flavor: twMt. rich and agroe-

abU.

St. Johx.

V

Ql'auty: dessert, very good;

anning, good.

Skabon: late August.

By a great deal the b««t early

' ellow fleshed peach.

SixmoN Of St. Joh.n.



Tue: vigorous; productive.

Fbuit: large, of the Crawford

type, roundish oval, color, yellow

with red cheek.

FutBH: yellow, free stone, tex-

ture tender, very Juicy, flavor

rich.

'"

#•

Bbiodon ob OAancLD.

Section or Bbigdon or QARriELO.

Quauty: first-class for all pur-

poses.

Season: late August to early

September.

Very good peach; better bearer

than Crawford, but a little smal-

ler in size.

¥

::
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Tib: vlgoroua, produetiTC un-

der (aTorable oondltloni, kut !
many orchards a light bearer.

Fbuit: large to ywj large, ob-

long, apex prominent, color golden

with red cheek.

Flesh: color yellow, freestone.

Flatos: &weet, rleh.

Eaklt Cbawioid.

::

Valuk: nrei-clasB for market.

Quautt: dessert and canning

very good.

Season: early September.

This variety has given its name

as a market term to other varieties

of the same season.

¥
Section of Aablt CKAwraa.

::
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Tbeb: healthy, vigorous, verr

productive.

Fruit: size medium, torm round

color yellow with bright red cheek.

Flesh: yellow, slightly red at

the pit, texture tender, flavor

sweet and delicious.

New PaoLina

Qdalitt: dessert fair; canning

good.

Season: mid-September.

Bears very heavily and very

often requires thinning.

Section or New Pbolific.
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Tbee: vigorous, hardy and very

productive.

Fbuit: large, roundish oval,

one side larger than the other,

lemon yellow with line red cheek.

Flesh: yellow, texture coarse,

but moderately Juicy.

Elbebta.

o

QlALITV;

caunlng.

dessert fair, good for

V

S:-.a.son: late September.

This peach Is desirable lu every

orchard owing to Its i oductlve-

aess and its good shipping quali-

ties. Elberta is the stendard In

commercial peaches.

Section or Elbuta.

::
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Tree: moderately vigorous, pro-

ductive, wood brittle.

Fbuit: large oval, color orange

with red cheek, bloom heavy, apex

lightly extended.

Smock.

Flesh: Color yellow, red at pit,

free stone, texture tendei', mealy,

flavor agreeable but not sweet.

Quality: cooking or drying

good.

Season: early October.

SBcrnoN or Smock.
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WHITE FLESH.
Mayfloweb.

Trex: fairly vigorous, thrifty,

hardy, productive.
Fbvit: medium size, light sol-

ored with red cheek, round oval,

slightly flattened, cling stone; fla-

vor fair.

Season: the earliest peach
ripened August 2nd at the Vine-

land Experiment Station. It 1b

not recommended except for home
use.

Sneed.

Tbee: vigorous, but slender in

young growth; productive; an
early bearer.

Fbuit: small, light colored with
red cheek, white, downy, form,

roundish oval, slightly flattened,

aemi-clingstone.
Fussh: white, tender. Juicy.

Season: early August.
Recommended for home use and

nearby markets.

Ste\-isn'8 Rarebipe.

Tbee: vigorous and productive.

Fbuit: medium size, roundish

ovate, color whitish with a dark
red cheek.
Flesh: white with red streaks

at pit, freestone, tender and Juicy.

Season: mid-October.
A popular, late, white flesh

peach and a good shipper.

Alexandeb.

Tbee: vigorous, hardy, produc-
tive.

Frvit: medium size, greenish
color covered with dark red,

form, roundish, flesh, white.
Flesh: color, greenish white;

texture, firm; clingstone.

Ql-ality: dessert fair; poor
cooker.
Season: early August.
Some other varieties are equally

good or better.

Belli' of Oeobgia.

Tbee: hardy and productive

Fbuit: very large; skin v
white with red cheek.
^lesh: white and firm.

Qi.-auty: fair to good.
Season: with Elberta.

Mountain Rose.

Thee: vigorous, productive.

Fbuit: size medium, form
roundish, color white with red
cheek.
Flesh: creamy white, texture

tender, melting, flavor excellent.

Qvalitt: flrst-class for dessert.

Season: mid-September.

This Is an exceptionally good
peach for home use, but does not
ship well and is subject to rot.

YELLOW FLESH.
Arp Beauty.

T '•:£: hardy, vigorous and pro-

ductive.
Fbuit: large, roundish, oblong,

skin yellow, splashed with purple.

Flesh: yellow, texture coarse,

moderately Juicy, semi-cling, to

clingstone.
Season: late August.
One of the best peaches of its

season and worthy of further trial.

Late Crawford.

Tree: vigorous, only fairly pro-
ductive.

Fruit: large, color yellow, dull
green with red cheek.
Flesh: Deep yellow, red at the

stone, texture Juicy and melting,
rich flavor.

Quauty: dessert good; cooking
very good.
Season: late Sefiember.
The tree is not very productive,

and has gradually been discarded
in spite of Its quality.

Jacques Rabebipb.

Tree: vigorous, healthy anfl

productive.
Fruit: size large, form roundish

oblate, color dark yellow, shaded
with red.

Flesh: color deep yellow, free

stone, flavor good.
Quauty: dessert very good;

canning excellent.

Season: mid-September.

Lemon Free,

Tbee: medium strong grower;
hardy, productive.
Fbuit: small to medium green-

ish yellow turning to yellow when
ripe.

Fllsh: yellow, free stone, tex-

ture coarse and Juicy.
Quality: excellent canner.
Season: early October.
Very productive.

Captain Ede.

Tree: quite large, hardy, pro-
ductive.

Colob: yellow with red cheek.
Flesh: deep yellow, tree stone.
Quauty: dessert and canning,

fair to good.
Season: immediately following

ElberU.
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The following list is a personal choice for conunercial orchards that might be

extended from the descriptions previously given. St. John, Qarfield, New Prolific,

Elberta, Captain Ede.

For the information of those who wish to select varieties for their particular

districts, the following lists are given

:

The varieties most hardy in wood are : Hill's Chili, Crosby, Steven's Hareripe,

Ealamaaoo, Wager, Greensboro.

The varieties most hardy in bud are : Trosby, Hill's Chili, Triumph, Steven's

Bareripe, Kalamazoo.

The varieties most tender in bud are : Early Crawford, Late Crawford, Chair**

Choice, Beeves' Favorite, Elberta.

The varieties recommended in the first list may be considered medium hardy

tir medium tender in bud. A; a general rule the smaller growing rather than the

large growing trees are hardiest, and these, when on a warm, dry, gravelly soil, show

the j^reatest resistance to cold.

Location and Site.—The location of an orchard has to do with its general

mrroundings. It may relate to transportation facilities, convenience to markets,

general climatic conditions, or to any of the economic factors that influence success

in fruit growing.

The site has to do with the particular piece of land occupied by the trees. It

Telatea to the slope, atmospheric drainage, and other natural factors, which in turn

Affect growth and habit of fruit and tree.

Many promising orchard undertakiiigs have failed to give the expected results

because of bad roads, distance from loading station, poor transportation facilities,

•convenience to markets, and other economic factors that have not been given careful

consideration. An isolated individual, unless there is a home demand for his pro-

duce, has little hope of success. A community where all growers fight diseases and

insect pests, where all take an interest in the community, and where there U an

efficient selling organization, has every chance of success. A location in such a

community is desirable. These points, however, require little discussion here, as

they are discussed fully in all good horticultural works. The same principles that

Jtpply to apples usually discussed apply to peaches and other fruits also.

Soil.—The soil is very important. It must be warm, dry, and deep. Warmth

iBTm indication that the soil is dry and the absence of excessive moisture is an indi-

cation that the soil is warm. A dry soil is not necessarily one that will not retain

imoisture, but one that retains the necerisary moisture and allows to escape only

•excess moisture. Dep, . of soil includes also the openness of tbo subsoil. Peach

-roots should have a minimum of thirty inches of open drainol toil in which to

"feed and grow. If the natural drainage is not such that this depth is available, tile

drainage will aid a greal deal. The kind of soil—sand, sand loam, loam, clay .r

«lay loam—is not so important if the other factors, those of warmth, dryness, and

4epth, are placed first. Peaches are doing equally well on all kinds and grades

«1 soils, but the most favored by growers are the sands, sand loams, and gravels.

These are apparently the deeper, warmer, and drier.

The soil for peaches must be moderately fertile. One vcrj- rich in nitrogen

IB not to be recommended, as it is likely to induce an excessive growth of foliage.

On the other hand, a poor soil is equally undesirable.

Boots ?ob Peaches.—In an attempt to decrease the loss due to adverse soil

conditions and from winter freezing, an effort was made at the Vineland Experi-

9
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ment Station to grow peacheti coinm<>rcially on plum roots Prunua amerieoiMU

The soil was a heavy clay with a ve.^ .rd subsoil about eight inches below the

surface.

The plum root is very dwarfing to the peacb. Part of the trees in the experi-

ment were removed in the fall of 1916 at seven years of age, and part are still

standing. The trees on the plum roots have not made more than one-half to two-

thirds the growth the treef on peach roots have. The union, in most cases, though

fairly good, has not been (Fig. 1) as complete as could be desired. Owing to the^

fact that Prunus americana is shallow-rooted on such a soil, many trees were blown

sideways or completely over when the soil was soft and wet. This \» due to the

heavy top on the small root system. This root is also inclined to sucker and

Pig. 1. Peach on plum root. Notice the constriction at

point of union of root and trunk.

t

become a general nuisan. The tree."! have not yet borne a crop of fruit, but every

year from three years o.. age except 1914, scattered fruits have been produced. .

The loss in trees from various causes has been as great as in the adjoining

blocks where the trees are on their own roots. From our observations so far

peaches on plum roots have no place in orchard practice under conditions similar

to ours.

Nursery Stock.—Buy the trees from a reputable nursery firm. Any firm

represented by any agent does not always offer the best trees. A low price is not

a guarantee of cheapness. The stock, besides being of good quality and size, should

be free from insect pests and diseases and not injured by careless handling or care-

less fumigation methods. Experiments show that fumigation will completely

destroy all scale without injury to the tree. Insist on fumigated trees. Treea from'

one locality are as good as another. If well ripened when dug and carefully stored.
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it ia policy to buy from the firm that can give the best grade of treeg for the leaat

money. Consider well, also, freight charges and duty if purchaHiug from a distance.

Seedling peach trees are grown from pits of the ripened fruits. A ftw years

•go it was thought that pits from the natural fruit found growing in the moun-

tains in the South-Eastern States were hardier and produced stronger root systems

than the pits of cultivated varieties. Now the practice is to some extent discon-

tinued and the pits of hardy Northern varieties are used.

The pits may be eithei planted in the fall or spring. If in tiu- fall, they may

be planted in rows three to four feet apart in places where the trees are expecte«i

to grow. The action of the frost and moisture cracks the stone, so that in the spring

the kernels come in contact with the soil.

If stones are to be planted in the spring, they may W stratified or bedded in

the fall in moist sand. In the spring, they are sifted from the sand and stones,

cracked, and the kernels are planted in the field in rows or in beds tu germinate.

The seedling plants from these beds are then set in the field in rows. The usual

method of propagation is by budding. The stock should l)e large enough to receive

the bud by August, of the year the pits are planted. The buds nre taken from a

bearing tree of known variety or from the nursery row of known variety and budded

about four inches from the ground. The operation of budding is very complicated

to a beginner, but practice is practically all that is required.

The bud is usually cut about three-quarters of an inch long. Most budders cut

from below upwards. It doea not matter how the bud is cut so long as a clean cut

ia made and as little wood as possible is left adhering to the bark ; the slit or wound

to receive the bud is made by two incisions, one vertical and one transverse, made

by a rocking motion of the blade. * In most illustrations these are shown to be hori-

aontal, but in actual practice it is found that they are usually more or less at an

angle. The cut ia. so made that the corners can easily be lifted by the blade of the

knife and the bud inserted.

The bud is placed and then requires to be tied. This is done with raphia

which has previously been soaked in water, beaten out and cut to the desired length

;

the bud is tied by this raphia \mng wrapped twice below the petiole, then three or

four times above it. A single knot is made. Supposing this operation to be done

in the first week in September, the raphia will be ready to be cut in about ten days.

To do this simply take a knife and sever the wrap on the opposite side to the one

on which the bud has been inserted. This is left until the following spring, then

the seedling stock is cut away just above the bud. This is then allowed to grow, and

ahoold be ready for orchard planting in the fall of that year.

Only thrifty, well-grown trees should be planted. This does not mean neces-

sarily the largest trees. Medium sized trees are often just as desirable for planting

aa the large ones. Small trees are not advisable to plant, as frequently they have

poor root systems.

When trees are delivered from the nursery it is essential that the root be kept

from drying out. The most satisfactory way of doing this is to "heel in." This

consists of completely covering the roots with soil. A trench wide enough to admit

the roots and about eighteen inches deep is dug and the roots of the trees placed

in a slanting position in it.

Fall vs. Sphino Planting.—Experiments indicate that the only safe time

to plant peach trees is in the spring of the year as early as the ground can be put

in a good state of cultivation. Practically every tree has been lost when fall-planted

at the Experiment Station. If banked up carefully, they invariably freeze down

to the top of the mound of earth when planted in the fall.
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Preparation or the Land.—Land that is to lie planted to peaches should be

prepared the previous season. This may be done by growing a hoe crop, such aa

potatoes, tomatoes or corn or by plowing the sod quite early in the season, and

cultivating until it is in a good state of tilth. The habit of planting in sod cannot

be too strongly condemned. The tree loses too much on the start. It is cheaper to

wait a year than to plant in unprepared soil.

Distance to Plant.- The distance apart to plant depends on several things:

(1). The fertility of the soil.

(2). The topography of the land.

(3). The pruning system to Iw followed.

(4). The preference of the individual grower.

The distances recommended are ]8 ft. x. 18 ft., 18 ft. x 20 ft., 16 ft. x 80 ft.,

and 20 ft. x 80 ft., requiring respectively 134, 121, 136, and 108 trees per acre.

Some growers plant as close as 16 ft. x 16 ft.

This table, tak^n from Bulletin No. 201, shows the distance apart trees were

planted previous to 1 CIO

Orchards.

18 ft. X 18 ft 129

16 ft. X 16 ft Ill

15 ft. X 15 ft 89

18 ft. X 2^^ ft 62

Orchards.

20 ft. X 20 ft 67

16 ft. X 18 ft 45

16 ft. X. 20 ft 19

Other distances 137

The tendency today is to use the greater distances, 18 ft. x 18 ft. and 20 ft x

20 ft., or to plant wide one way and close the other, such as 16 ft. x 20 ft.

PLANTING.

In setting out an orchard great care should be taken to plant the trees in

straight rows, and also to have them in perfect lines in both directions.

Where the orchard is to be from small to medium size, stake out the land be-

fore setting the trees. There are two common methods

:

Place the first row of stakes along one side of the field. About the centre

run another row at right angles to the former row across to the far -ide of the

field. Take a pole the length of which is the distance apart the trees are to be set,

and placing one end of each against a stake in "ach row, swing the free ends till

they meet, and then set a stake at that point. Continue this till the whole field is

staked. Care must he taken to get the first row straight and the second one per-

pendicular to it.

V7hen the orchard is to be a large one and the necessary labor has been secured,

the following method may be used to advantage. Place a row of stakes along two

opposite sides of the field, with the stakes the required distance apart. bi,retch a

wire cable with the distance apart the trees are to be set marled on it between two

corresponding stakes. Plant the trees at the marks on the wire, at the same time

having a second wire stretched for the next row. With this method no stakes are

set and planting goes on continuously. Watch the wire carefully and plant accur-

ately to avoid error.

Before planting a tree it is always advisable to prune the roots, that is, cut

away any bruised or damaged parts, and if the roots are very long cut back to eight

or ten inches or to the vigorous parts. Dig the hole large enough to admit the

roots without bending or cramping. To fill the hole use only finely pulverized
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earth sod work it in around the root* carefully. After *.He firit loil hai been put in

and worked around the roota, partly All the hole, tr8n<|. the aoil to make it firm,

then completely fill the hole, being careful to leave a mulch of looae toil on top to

check evaporation.

Peaches as Fillers.—The peach cannot be raid to be an ideal tret' for n

filler. In a few cases peaeh trees have been planted with other trees with the hope

of obtaining fruit while the trees were reaching bearing age. The various fruits are

somewhat different in their cultural requirements. The peach is also very thrifty

and rapid growing, and in four years attains as great a size in both top and root

as the average apple does in eight to ten years. Either the permanent tree or the

filler must suffer. Ordinarily the tree that suffers will be the one that is not yieldiii;;

immediate returns.

PRUNING.

The subject of pruning is one of wide discussion, and it is doubtful if the

methods and systems of any two growers are exactly alike. The subject has been

studied definitely but little, but a few suggestions are offered. There are, however,

certaia rules that may be considered basic:

( 1 ) . Hav<! a definite system of pruning and do not change without some good

reason.

(2), Consider the variety and prune to suit its fruiting habits.

(3). Have good tools; both money and time are saved by th.a.

(4). Prune regukrly.

The object of pruning:

(1). To modify the vigor of the tree.

(2>. To construct a framework, make the tree shapely, end keep it within

bounds.

(3). To open the tree top so as to admit air and sunshine.

(4). To remove branches that are adding nothing to the er "inomy of the trees.

(6) To aid in stimulating the development and proper distribution of fruit

buds.

(6). To facilitate the harvesting of the fruit.

Heading.—For the past ten years about 75 per cent, of the orchards planted

have been low-headed ; to-day, a few growers are returning to the medium height.

With the low-headed trees, spraying, pruning, and harvesting are more easily accom-

plished; with the medium high-headed tree cultivation can possibly be carried on

more readily. However, with the ertension disk and other modern orchard imple-

ments, the principal objection to the low-head is overcome. A tree that is too low is

possibly objectionable, and one that is too high is a hindrance to the efficiency of

labor. Fifteen to twenty inches, with a maximum of twenty-four inches to the

first branch, is a good convenient height.

PRnNiNO Afteh First Yeah.—Trees are pruned ordinarily in late winter or

early spring. Pruning for the first year consists of selecting the branches which

are to form the framework of the tree and removing all others. Care must be

taken to have these branches so spaced that they all have separate unions with the

trunk. A tree tiint has all its branches radiating from one common union is usually

weak, and often the weight of foliage and fruit causes splitting.

Having selected the brancht.^ that are to form the main limbs of the tree, cut

these back to within eight or nine inelies of the trunk, then remove the other

branches entirely. Cut back to a bud thac points outward.

V

f0
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Pic 2. A typical tre« before pruning.

Fig. 3. Same tree as Fig. 2, tliinned out, but not cut back or headed in.



M
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Ftg. 4. Another good type of tre«. thinned out, *-"t not cut hack. The branchei all

come out at one height ot. the trunk.

Pig. 5. Tree showing a very heavy wood growth.
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ArreR Sj oxn Ykah.—ThU year pruning limpiy coniiNU in IfMiir-ig out Um
tn"*, clMMNtiii^ tht- main braniln'ii, and rutting out thp other*. Cm vUt all eentnl
leaiicr^ that ap|M>Mr at liiiit period.

ArrKR Third Ykar.—By the end of tlio third year tin- tifc will Iw wtting •
frw fruit liiidx. Thi' niriiii liiiilf and liraiulicH arc aln-ady fornitMl and pnining con-

siiti largely of cutting hack an<l thinning out growth.

Phinimi ()i.n OKt'iiAHiw.—Orchardi that are yielding cropn annually require

regular and careful pruning. The oyNteni nuMt practical in to thin out the tree,

then cut hack the remainder to twigx which »how fruit hudi4. Thix ix the moit
pu|>ular HVHtem.

Another plan that is followed hy mime iit that of thinnitig out and not tutting

back at all. Itoth large and oniall liml>8 arc removed. It i* maintaiiu'd that when-

Pig. 6. A low-headed tree fairly pruned. It Is both thinned out and headed In or
cut back.

ever a tree is cut Imck, csjH'cJally at the top, new growth is forced out and color on
the fruit is sacrificed to some extent. Those who follow th'.<? latter system sacrifice

ease of picking in order to obtain color. The regular cutting back or heading in

undoubtedly keeps the fruit nearer the ground.

Fbuitixo Habits.—The fruit buds of the peach are normally axillary, and
only very rarely is one found terminating a twig. They are borne always on one-

year-old branches and short twigs, the latter sometimes very much resembling true

fruit spurs. These buds open and produce a single flower but no leaves. They
are borne singly in the axils of single leaves or in pairs, one on either side of a leaf

bud, the three buds being borne in the axils of as many leaves.
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The first type of flowering is found in trees very lightly pruned or on weak

•hoots in well-pruned trees, with certain variations, depending on the variety. Some

of our best varieties bear a large percentage of their buds singly. Fig. 7 shows

the two types of buds, the single buds on the smallest and weakest grown shoot, and

a majority in the three bud formation on the strongest shoots. The stronger type

with the triple buds is most desirable. However, some of the best varieties bear

their fruit buds mostly single, even on strong twigs, as a reference to Fig. 8 shows.
k

*

1

«

Pig. 7. Greensboro. Fig. 8. St. John.

In Fig. 8 most of the buds are leaf buds, and the fruit buds may be noted as

being more rounded at the apex aud a little stouter throughout. In most varieties

shoots that do not make a growth of over ten or twelve inches bear their fruit

singly. Tlie triple biuls are found on the stronger one-year-old wood.

In reference to Fig. 9, it will be seen that the centre shoot, which is the strong-

est, bears far more of its buds in the triple formation than the laterals, which

are shorter and weaker and have most of their buds borne singly. Fig. 10 shows a

branch in which all buds are single and but few of which are fruit buds.

\l '



Fig. 9. Greensboro. Fig. 10. Crawford.

Fir 11. Oreeniboro. Fig. 12. St John.
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Fig8. 11 and 12 show the buds of the two types at the opening stage. Fig.

11 is triple bud formation, in which the centre is a leaf bud supported by the fruit

bods on either side. This is the large flowering type of peach, while Fig. 12 is of

,'the i,mall flowering type. The latter shows the single buds opening and the uneven

jdiBtribulion of leaf surface, while there is a good percentage of fruit buds. This

'point is well to remember, as it has considerable significance in " heading-in

"

jfrniting wood for the purpose of thinning the fruit.

I

Fig. 13 shows the triple bud flowering type—two blossoms, one leaf bud—where

I
there is an abundance of bloom and an even distribution of foliage, also even bloom
:on short laterals or spurs on two-year-old wood. In this illustration the branch at

the right was cut from the branch at the left, and all parts are one-year-old wood
except the heavy portion of the branch on the left. Fig. H shows the type with the

Fig. 13. Greensboro. FJg. 14. Crawford.

Btngle bud formation, and consequently the scarcity of leaves along that portion

of the branch where most of the fruit is borne. The petals of the flowers have

fallen. In this latter case it is inadvisable to thin the fruit by heading-in the fruiting

vood because a large percentage of leaf surface is lost, with the consequent poor

nourishment of the fruit. Where the tree has ...ade poor growth and where the

fruit buds are borne singly, pruning can be employed -as a means of thinning the

fruit only in so far as whole branches can be spared. 'With the triple bud formation

heading-in may be resorted to for fruit thinningj)urposes without fear of loss of

leaf surface. The fruiting wood, with its fruit bu(9 in pai^Mi^itii a braiu^ bud be-

tw^sa—that is, the triple bud formation-*—may be cut b»iwk';tD even its last pair

of fruit buds. The branch bud will continue ^ii growth of^hie twig. Such a type

of fruiting wood can only be developed by seveft pruniiig^>.S^me of these strong

twigs will grow in the top^of poorly pruned tree^ but to gSggr^eva in the centre

of the tree the top must be pruned back severely. It is ai^jwt liupossible to main-
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tain a fruiting depth of more than four to six feet. Little is gained by growing a

peach tree fifteen feet in height when the bottom seven feet is barren. It is better

to keep the trees down to a height of ten feet with fruiting wood within three feet

of the ground. A well pruned tree will grow thirty inches or more of new top each

year, but if the tree is to continue productive, a very large portion of this must
be removed each year. It is safe to say that in a well pruned peach tree from one-

Fly 15. Greensboro.

.^\

i.

Fig. 16. Crawford.

third to tiiree-quarters of the one-year-old growth is removed at each pruning
season.

Figs. 15 and Ifi show the two types of bud-bearing wood in fruit. Fig. 15 is

that of the triple bud formation, and shows that while it bears an abundance of
blossoms very close together the fruit that sets has ample room and will develop
normally, although some of them are very close and may require thinning. Fig.
16 shows the fruit well scattered from the single bud formation.
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CULTIVATION.

To give a method of cultivation that will suit every condition is impossible.

The objects of cultivation are

:

(1). To improve the physical condition of the soil,

(8). To check evaporation and also increase the water-holding capacity of
the soil.

(3). To hasten the decomposition of organic matter and free plant foo<l in

the soil.

The usual method of cultivation is to plow as soon as the ground is dry in

the spring. Whether to plow up to or away from the tree must be left to the
discretion of the grower. It is usual to plow up to the trees in the fall and away
in the spring, but circumstances alter cases, and it is often advisable to plow up to

the trees in the spring.

FiK- 17. A bad crotch, attacked by canker, unable to carry its load.

Cultivation throughout the season consists of keeping the soil well worked and
free from weeds. To do this properly, it is necessary to cultivate about every ten

days and as soon after rains as possible.

Before winter sets in the trees should be well ridged up with the plow or

banked up by hand. This prevents surface water from damaging the roots.

Cover Crops.—The uses of cover crops are

:

(1). To prevent washing.

(2). T check fall growth.

(3). To add humus.

(4.) To add nitrogen.

(5). To hold the snow and leaves.

(6.) To prevent deep freezing, and consequently winter injury roots.
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Cover crops may generally be classed under two heads—leguminous and non-
legummous. Of the former the most common are red and crimson clover, vetch
and cow peas. Of the non-leguminous, the more common are oats, bucKwheat rye
rape and turnips. Very often "chickweed" {Stellaria media) is encouraged to
grow in a peach orchard to serve as cover crop.

The cover crop is sown wlien tlie orchard is given its last culti.ation for the
season, usually the second or third week in Julv, altliough the exact time is regu-
lated by the weather conditions

:

Lesuminous Ami. per Acre Cost per Acre

I

9

n

Red Clover *.

Crimson Clover
Hairy Vetch
Cow Peas

X0N-LEGU.M1.\0US

Oats
Buckwheat
Rye
Turnip
Rape

12 lbs.

15
Ibu.

1.5
"

Ibu.
3 pecks
1.5 bu.
6 lbs.

6 "

3.U(I

1.50

H.(N)

4.50

.50

1.20

2.47

2.10

.48

Seed prices vary a great deal ; the above prices are only comparative.

Lkol-mixous Cnovs.— Vf^tch has not proven an attractive cover crop at the
Experiment Station. It grows very s'™'- '" tb«> fall and must of necessity be
left quite late in the spring before plowi, .oj to get the necessary quantity
of material to plow under. Once it becomes th :: and matted it is very difficult
to plow under. When well grown, it adds both nitrogen and organic matter in
quantity to the soil.

Cow Peas.—This crop lias been used to some extent in the apple orchards of
Ontario, but is not recommended for extensive use.

Crimson Clover.—Thia crop grows very readily and will make a fairly good
stand in the fall. The main objection to it is that it kills out very easily in the
winter. It is recommended for positions thaf are not windswept and are likely
to hold the snow. When it does not winter-kill, it is one of the very best of the
legumes.

Red Clover.—This crop is well known to all and is excellent when a good stand
can be obtained. The main objection to it is the high price per pound and the
chance that a catch may not be obtained at that season of the year.

Non-Legcminous.—Oa<s.—This is a cover crop that is not used extensively
but has proven to be one of the best at the Experiment Station. When sown at
the rate of a bushel and one-half per acre or at the rate of one bushel per acre
with ten pounds of red clover, it makes excellent growth, holds the snow, and adds
organic matter to the soil. The objection to it lies in the fact that it winter-kills.
It is never difficult to obtain a good stand of this crop.

Buckwheat.—This is important as a cover crop as it will grow on almost any
soil and leaves the land in good condition. It is also used to smother weeds, par-
ticularly in the case of twitch grass. It holds snow well, but may attract mice and
rabbits.

Rye.—Hye is a very good cover crop, and will grow almost anywhere. It makes
a good covering for the land, prevents drifting of the snow, furnishes a good supply
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of organic matter, and retains soluble plant food. The disadvantage lies in the
fact that it must be plowed early in the spring or will become tall and difficult to

plow under.

Turnip!) and Rape.—Either of tliese in a cheap cover crop. They will grow
anywhere. Their main disadvantage lies in the fact that the leaves and tops retain

moisture and consequently are disagreeable to work among. Hape is an especially

good crop when carefully handled.

iNTEBPtANTED Crops.—Ver}' few growers can afford to let the trees come into

Itearing without intercropping for at least two years. The practice is of no advant-

age to the tree, and caiin(>'. be compared with thorough tillage, but if intcrplanted
crops aro wisely soleetcd and the interest of the tree always remembered, no serious

injury results.

A crop for interplanting ought to be one which requires the same tillage as

the peacli, and care should also be taken to plant crops that will not require cultiva-

tion late in the season. Early potatoes are very good, but late potatoes are objec-

tionable.

Cc 1 is quite often used, but if planted close to the trees is harmful because

it shades them.

Whatever crop is planted a strip of three to four feet should be left on either

side of the tree.

Protkctiox from Mice akd Rabbits.—In a few localities mice and rabbits

do damage by girdling. One method that ha.* l>eeii proved to Ik* quite practicable

but expensive is the wrapping of the trunks of the trees with tarred paper up to a
height of 18 to 24 inches, depending on the length of the trunk of the tree and
the depth of snow common in the locali<^y. Tie the paper loosely with a piece of

twine. In most cases it is much easier to bank up the tree with earth to a height
of eight inches to one foot. This requires time, but is generally effective.

Mantres.—.VflnMre and Cover Crops.—Cultivation is the cheapest and most
valuable fertilizer at the disposal of the fruit-grower. Orchards on sandy loam
soil have been known to produce good crops for six or seven years in succession

without farmyard manure or commercial fertilizer, l)ut they have always had a good
supply of humus and thorough cultivation. Tlie best cover crops are largely the

same composition as farmyard manure, and with the exception of Iwing unable to

seed the soil with the organisms of decay, can take their place in every particular.

The following is the chemical analysis of rlie three most prominent cover crops com-
pared to farmyard manure. Tlie figures sliow the average percentages

:

Nitrogen Phosphorus Potash ^ Water .

Vfitch .65

.41

.33

.6 to .75

.146

.13

1.5

.S to .75

.457

.45

7.5

.25 to .375

79.15

.80Red Clover
Rye (green)
Manure

Vetch and red clover are legumes, and consequently take a large supply of
their nitrogen from the air, and when they decay give it to the soil. Rye is not a
legume, but has the power of breaking up, absorbing, and making available a large
quantity of potash. It supplies a large quantity of the much needed organic matter.
Rye when left too long before plowing becomes tough and fibrous, and. does riot

decay readily, but if handled at the proper time it is in no way objectionable.
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As the table ^howu, any one of the three crop* mentioned gives, when plowed
under green, almost as much plant food ton for ton as farmyard manure.

Commercial Fehtilizkr.—Commercial fertilizers without humus have no place
in orchard management, and therefore must be used in conjunction with a cover
crop or farmyard manure. Nitrate of soda is the only fertilizer that can be readily
absorlwd without humuH. Others nniuire the action of humus to bring about the
chemical changes which are necessary before the fertilizer can be absorbed. Potash
is applied either as the muriate of sulphate, the former being in most general use.
Phosphorus is applied in a niiinltor of forms, such as Kainitt, ground bone, super-
phosphate, etc. Tlie very fine ground Iwne and acid phosphate are used for quick
returns.

The following methods of fertilizing are submitted for reference

;

(1) 10 tons farmyard manure at $1.50 115.00 116.00
(2y 6 1.60 9.00

200 lbs. bone meal IJSO per cwt aoo
100 " muriate 2.15 2.16 lilS

(3)30 •' vetch (i.OO per bu. 3.00
200 " bone meal " 1.50 psr c»t. 3.00
100 " muriate 2.19 2.15 8.16

(4)20 " red clover 9,00 par ton 3.C0
200 " bone meal 1.50 per cwt. 3.00
100 •' muriate 2.15 2.16 8JS

(5) 1 bu. rye .96 per bu. 96
20 lbs. vetch 6.00 " •' 2.00

200 •' bone meal 1.50 per cwt. 3.00
100 " muriate 2.15 • '• 2.15 8.10

Thinning.—Thinning by hand is not practiced extensively. It is desired if

possible to thin the fruit by heavy cutting back and t)y the removal of unnecessary
small twigs and branches. The desired end cannot, however, always he acromplislied
by pruning. The better practice would undoul)tedly be to thin by hand, i)ut very
often help is not available and the expense is considered too high.

The following is the result of an experiment concluded on fifteen St. John trees
in the summer of 1910: The trees were healthy, of average size, nine years of age,
and headed and pruned rather high. The previous year they had borne no fruit
at all—the first time they had ever failed—and at the time of thinning they were
very heavily loaded. These trees were chosen because they gave a chance to observe
the greatest extremes. The thinning was done on June 25th and 27th. It required
approximately two days to do the work. Distances in thinning can only be guessed
at, and a statement of distance must necessarily (onvey widely different ideas to dif-
ferent persons.

Natural means that the tree was left with what fruit, in tlie opinion of th«
experimenter, it could mature properly.

Firsts

Unthinned 32i
lto3 201i
3 to 6 246|
5 to 7 262
Natural 263*

J8.

Seconds

194i lbs.

404i
"

296i
"

183) "

21^ "

Culls

328 lbs.

62| "

9 "

6i
"

30 "
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Unthinned ... 6.802 pcMheii. welshing 868.26 lbs., worth $ 7.75
lto8 4,5(n * 667.76 '• " 224)1
8 to 6 8.466 .." 660.25 " " 20.76
6 to 7 2.696 •*" 446.26 " " IIM
Natanl 8,209 '• 602.75 " " 11,71

It will be noticed that the returns from the unthinned trees are very low. This
is accounted for by the fact that the trees were extremely heavily loaded. The trees

thinned from one to three inches, or just so two peaches when fully developed or

ripe would not touch each other, as nearly as could be judged, in the early part

of the season, gave the highest gross returns. Thinned the greatest distance or so,

not more than one peach was left on each twig, unless it was exceptionally large,

gave the lowest returns. This, however, would not have been the case if the fancy

fruits had been graded as such and sold at the price for fancy. Also, it was a year

in which there was a good demand for almost any grade of fruit. The value is

reckoned at seventy-five cents a basket for firsts and fifty cents for seconds. Some
of the best sold for one dollar, but as the exact amount is not known no account is

taken of it here.

Bather than thin to a set distance, it is much better to thin to the tree—that

is, leave on the tree just what it can ripen nicely. This requires much judgment
on the part of the grower. It is very seldom that two trees, even of the same age,

are alike in growth and vigor. A tree at the end of the fourth summer should pro-

duce a basket of fruit. Some pfoduce more, some less. At the end of the next

summer it should produce two badcets, at the end of the next summer four baskets,

and at the end of the eighth year ten baskets, or an increase of two baskets a year

up to eight years of age. This would be a maximum average, and is given only as

a guide, not as a rule, to follow when thinning. Small areas have been known to

produce much heavier than this for one season, but the increase cannot be expected

to be so great when the trees have once reached maturity. The idea is to remove
when small all fruit that the tree is not likely to ripen properly. You know the

health and vigor of the tree, and how, what and how much you fed it. The tree

can draw just a certain amount of food from the soil, and the question is how
many fruits is this food to be divided up among. The pits always claim first atten-

tion, and it is only after they have been satisfied that the flesh and next year's

fruit buds are developed. You have it within your power to say how much shall

be left for flesh and buds. Ripen as few pits as possible consistent with quantity.

Winter Injury.—This is a form of loss that is very di£Bcult to eliminate.

Three forms are very common—killing of the fruit buds, killing of the branches

and twigs, and killing of the roots.

The first form is most noticeable because it is marked by a small crop or the

total absence ot fruit. This form of injury is caused most largely by a verj' sudden
drop in temperature following a warm spell in winter, such as occurred in January,

1914, or sometimes the first warm days of spring having opened the buds the

blossoms are exposed to frost or cold adverse weather conditions late in the spring.

Cultured methods are of little avail in such cases except in so far ax good cultured

methods tend to keep the tree thrifty. A site for the orchard that is not subject

to these conditions is the best insurance against loss.

The second form, i.e., the killing of branches or twigs and possibly the blacken-

ing^ of the hearts of the main limbs and trunks, is more readily guarded against.

Tuis inju: - is most common in over-cultivated orchards, over-pruned trees or under
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any cdnditions where loft, uppy growth hH been produced. The remedy lies in

more judicioui cnltnral methodi that will tend to keep the tree vigorous and healthy

but not overgrowthy. The slower growing and glower maturing trees are the mo«t

reaiitant to cold.

The third form, root injury, may be due to a number of causes. Peach roots

cannot withstand excewive moisture. Roots in a poor soil lacking in humus suffer

from deep freezing and are themselves weak from want of food. This form of injury

can be detected by the behavior of the tree in early spring. It may begin to leaf

out and even open its blossomti, but in a few days begins, to lose color, and in a time

ranging from a few days to midsummer gradually but surely dies. It is expected

that the trees are budded on the most hardy roots obtainable because beyond this

there is no insurance against loss except the removal of surplus moisture by ridging

up with the plow in the fall and the prevention of deep freezing by mulching with

farmyard manure. A cover crop that holds the snow is an insurance against deep

freezing. Judicious cultural methods are again the best form of insurance.

>

i

WHY IT PAYS TO PRODUCE HIGH-GRADE FRUIT.

The accompanying table is intended to show why it pays to produce high-

grade fruit. All calculations are made from returns to growers except the cost

of picking and packing one basket of fruit, which has been calculated at ten cents

per eleven quart basket.

Note particularly the column headed " Per cent, of wholesale price used In

marketing." Notice how rapidly it declines as the wholesale price rises. It is

impossible to state any overhead expense which will apply outside of a particular

case. Data from a reliable grower seems to indicate that overhead expense is about

fifteen cents per basket. Taking this as an average and combining it with the data

given in the table, it will be seen that it is necessary to receive a wholesale price of

between thirty cents and thirty-five cents to defray the total expenses:
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Picking.—The time of picking depeiidii on the maturity of the fruit. The
degree of maturity at whith the fruit should bo piikwl depends on the market to
which it id to he Khip|Hil. Thm- iiro poiiito that inuKt !»»• Wuniwl from experienio.

Picked below a ivrtain dejfni' «if maturity. |H-acli('K HJirivel anil decay Itcforc

ripening. Picked above a certain degree of maturity the fruit bruiws badly and
will spoil before it reaches its destination. The eye is almost the sol». judge for
maturity in market fruits. Size and color are the deciding factors. Size is easily
judged, but color is deceiving. The beginning of the development of a red cheek
and the changing of the ground color from green to yellow are indications of
approaching maturity. The ease with which the stem frees from the fruit and
without tearing or doing damage to the tender skin is another indication ( f ap-
proaching maturity.

The trees are always picked over at least twi.v; more usually three times, and
very often four or five times. In a few cases trees have lieeii picked over eight and

Pig. 18. Heaped leno-covere(i baaketa In Woolverton c«»c.

ten times in order that very miifomi grades of fruit for maturity might l)e ol)fained.
The question of labor is, however, very often the deciding factor.

Sun very rapidly has^tens rijwiiinijr or maturity. As soon ns a basivct is tilled it

should be placed in the siiade for immediate delivery to the packing house. Moisture
is favorable to the development of fungus growth and decay. I'onsequently, fruit
should not be put in the basket while it shows signs of moisture.

Packing and GBading.—Peaches are ordinarily divided into three grades-
Firsts, Second.*, and Culls. Quite often a graile of fancy is made. There are no
standard sizes for Fancy. Firsts or Seconds, ami consequently the Firsts in a ship-
ment from a number of growers may vary quite as much as the Firsts and Seconds
of any one grower. Tiie size of the fruit in the grade is often also determined by
the variety. The Shipping Associations arc gradually developing standards, but
really only a start has been made in unifonn grading and pacling.

The work of packing should be done in a packing house or other suitable
building, and the fruit handled as quickly and carefully as possible.

«



No attpnipt u made to (liH<'Ui>ii hore the iiiethodt of packin^r, a« that i* th«

work of a (lemonntrator. The mo*t tcriuui complaint, however, tliat comeR back

from the coiiMumer i» the fact thnt very often the baHkcti* are «laok, Imt more often

have b««>n Hllt>il too full with three laver |ienc-heii, ami every |H-at'h ii* hriiivti'd. A
baiket should be level full when a patent cover m to be uied.

f

Plf. 19. Peach Box.

Fig. 20. Oeorgia 6-baBket carrier.

Packaoks.—There are various sized baskets in use. The dimensions of these

are fixed by law. l)ut apparently inaccuracies of manufacture creep in and many
variations are noticed.

(a). Sir-Quarl.—^T'"' is the standard grape basket, but is used also for fancy

peaches—those grades mat will fill the basket even full with two layers. The dimen-

sions of this basket are fixed by law, as follows :
" Four and one-half inches deep

perpendicularly, fifteen and three-eighths inches in length and seven inches in
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wiJUi at tite top of Um baaket, thirteen and ona-half inchaa in length, and Ht* and
•even-eighth* iiuliwi in width at the »H»ttoiii of the banket, u nearly exactly an
practieable, all meaiturenient* to lie iniide of the veneer pro|H;r and not to include
the top band."

(6). ^fep«n-^ar<.—Thia ia the baiket in which it iliipped the great bulk o!
the peach crop. It has been ieverely criticized ai being too large, and by some too
•mall; for other* it i« quite »ati»factory. At any rate, with pouibly certain modifi-
catioM, it might be made an ideal basket.

The legal standard •ays: "Be five and three-fourtlw inches deep iwrpcndicu-
larly, eighteen and three-fourths inchea in length, and eight inchea in width at the
top of the basket, sixteen and three fourths inchea in length, and aix and leven-
eighths inches in width at the bottom of the basket, as nearly exactly as practicable,
all measurements to be inside of the veneer proper and not to include the ton
band."

*^

Fig 21. Good type of bushel basket, but cover weak.

(c). Deep Eleven is the name applied to a basket holding approximately the
same as the eleven described under " b," but made a little deeper and a little smaller
at the bottom. This is used to some extent to accommodate three layers of peaches
a little larger than will ordinarily pack conveniently into a common eleven. The
dimensions of this basket are not fixed by law.

(d). "Shallow Nines."—This is a basket made from eleven-quart bottoms and
six-quart sides, i.e., the bottom is the same as the common eleven-quart and the
sides are the same as the common six-quart. This accommodates very readily two
layers of Fancy fruit of most varieties. It is a legal package only when " stamped
on the side plainly in black letters at least three-quarters of an inch d^ep and wide,
with the word ' Quart ' in full, preceded with the minimum nnmlwr of quarts,

omitting fractions, which the basket will hold when level-full."

(e). The Leno Cover (Fig. 18).—This package is becoming over more popular.
It is very attractive to the consuming public. The only objection to it lies in the
fact that it is not readily accommodateti to present facilities for shipment by rail.
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Special ftcilitiM hare been provided for thit package for (hipment by boat from
QQeeiMtoii and Niagara.

(/). Tht Peach Box is not yet ui*ed extensively. It i» 18.5 x 11 x 4% or b

inches deep, and hold* approximately twenty pounds net. (Fig. 19.)

(g). Th^ Otorgia Peach Carrier (Fig. 'iO) in an excellent package for fancy

fruit, but ia not popular in Canada except for fruit stand trade. This particular

carrier was made with the handle additional.

f

{h). The Bushel Basket, holding approximately forty-five pounds net, is not

used very extensively. It is an excellent package for long-distance shipment, espe-

cially if the fruit is firm. It is a very popular package in some of the States of the

United States. (Fig. 21.)

SPRAYING.

Peaches are usually sprayed but once in Ontario. Any sprayings other than

this are in the nature of special treatments for certain insects or diseases. A thor-

ough application of lime sulphur, winter strength, just when the buds are swelling,
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and l)efore they show signs of bursting, is all that is necessary ordinarily. Com-
mercial concentrated lime sulpnur, home-made concentrated lime sulphur, and the
old home-boiled lime sulphur all are used by variou.s growers for the same purpose.
Any one is efficient if applied thoroughly at the proper time. For other sprayings,
look up under the heads of " Insects and Diseases."

THE SHIPPING SEASON.

The chart on page ;jr), with the exception of Ontario, is taken from ('. S. Bull
tin No. 298. The peach season, when considered for the United States, extent
from the middle of May, when shipments begin in Florida, to the latter part o^
October, when they end in the Northern States

.

California, with its diversified climate and great numl)er of varieties of peaches,
probably has the longest season, i.e., from the middle of ilay to the end of Sep-
tember.

The chart shows in detail the comparative seasons of the different States, and
incidentally those that compete with Ontario during her shipping season.

Ontario shipments are light up to approximately August :!;Oth. They again fall

off very quickly about the end of September. It can readily be seen then that the
heavy shipping season is about six weeks.

PuoDUCTiON AND SHIPMENTS.—The 1910 census of the United States credits
that country with 94,507,000 bearing and 42,266,000 non-bearing trees, peaches
and nectarines, a total of 136,773,000 trees, or approximately 1 1-3 trees for each
individual. The number of nectarines is comparatively very small. The 1911 census
of Canada (there is no 1910 census) credits this country with 839,288 bearing and
1,066,359 non-bearing, a total of 1,895,647 trees, or approximately one-quarter of a
tree to each individual in Canada. We have every reason to believe that the average
production of fruit per tree is as heavy or heavier in the United States than in

Capada. With these figures before us, then, well might we ask the question : If only
during the last few years have the growers in the United States begun to feel the
pinch in marketing where the production is comparatively four or five times as great
as our own for each consumer, should the Canadian grower not still be in a position
to plant heavily and sell to good advantage if the markets were properly developed
and kept supplied at all times.

The home market is undoubtedly the most attractive market for Ontario
peaches. Shipments to the Provinces east and west are increasing rapidly, but the
great bulk of the shipments stay within our own Province. Ontario has a popula-
tion of 2,523,274, of whom 1,194.785 are classified as rural. A very large part of
this population has not yet beci reached.

The following chart is from U. S. Bulletin No. 298, " Peach Supply and Dis-
tribution in 1914." To it has been added the shipments from Ontario. The figures

going to make up the total for Ontario were carefully collected, and though they
are not absolute, they are approximately so. The United States figures are for

1914, the Ontario figure for 1915. The Ontario figure represents total tonnage
freight and express. The number of cars was obtained by dividing by 10. The
United States figures are comparatively low, 1014 lieing a year of poor yield the
same as in Ontario. The 1914 Ontario crop could be measured by tens, not hun-
dreds, of cars. Two hundred c;.rs would possibly cover Ontario's shipments for

that year.

i
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This chart, taken from U. S. Bulletin Xo. 2D8, shows the comparative volume
of sfiipments from the leading areas as compared with Ontario:

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3300 4000
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PEACH PRECOOIJNG.

Edwix Smith, Dominion Prccooling Plant, Grimsby.

The experience of horticulturists with tender fruits has been that the peach

is one of the most difficult fruits to ship long distances. The difference in keeping

qualities of the varieties, the frequence of crushing, the short period for harvesting,

the danger of picking too green or too ripe, the carelessness of packers in grading

and packing, the roughness of he!}; la carloading, the chance for refrigerator cars
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to get side-tracked or left without ice, the sluggishness of the trade in distributing,
and the ignorance of the consumer as to the handling and serving of the different

kinds of peaches, have all combined to give the peach grower an immense task, and
one which would not be attempted without the promise of goodly returns.

The peach, being a fruit which will grow in many climates, yet one that will
only thrive and produce profitably in a few favored districts, often makes large
returns. In years past this has resulted in ebb and flood tides of peach plantings.
The phenomenally large prices and net returns received by the Ontario peach grower
during the ten years previous to 1913 resulted in very high priced lands and large
plantings. These plantings are now bearing fruit, making a surplus of peaches for
the old markets, so that it is hei' a serious question with many growers as to
whether they can afford to grow ptaches longer.

To meet these conditions new markets are required, and for the most part these
must be sought for at greater distances from home. The Canadian West offers this
field.

To market peaches on the Canadian prairies requires from seven to fourteen
days from the time the fruit is picked till it reaches the consumer. To hold the
peach successfully this length of time it must be placed under refrigeration. It has
been found that ordinary refrigerator cars do not offer enough refrigeration for the
length of time in transit, since so slow is the process of cooling that the peaches
become over-ripe and show evidence of decay before they actually reach a tempera-
ture of 45 degrees. This situation has demanded that the fruit be precooled.

Results op Precoolino.—During 1914 the peach crop in the Niagara District
was so light that the Grimsby Plant was not afforded an opportunity to demonstrate
or even experiment with the precooling of peaches. However, the work during the
past season was not entered upon as an untried undertaking, since the field of pre-
cooling and cold storage of peaches had been worked upon ten years ago by the
U.ited States Department of Agriculture, so that the Dairy and Cold Storage
Branch felt sure of their way in the undertakings.

First Shipment a Success.—The first shipment of peaches was made to •

vain, Man., and consisted of the Yellow St. John variety, which is one of the \,ie

tender shippers of the yellow fleshed peaches. The fruit was packed in the North-
west Standard box by the Department's staff for Mr. Thos. Liddle. The shipment
required eight days, arrived at its destination in splendid condition, and was sold

profitably without the loss of a peach. Other shipments followed to Winnipeg, Bran-
don, Saskatoon. The farthest Western shipment was made to Prince Albert, Sask.
On all shipments where the peaches were brought to the plant in a satisfactory con-

dition the best results followed, the peaches arriving in very good condition.

Successful Shipment to Glasgow.—On the 29th of September the Grimsb,
Fruit Growers were making a precooling shipment of pears to Glasgow. Upon
suggestion from the Department they furnished Elberta peaches sufficient for the
Department's staff to pack in the ordinary commercial manner fifteen boxes. These
were included in the shipment and arrived in Glasgow in good condition fourteen

days afterward, the peaches selling at retail for 4cl. and 6d. each.

Several Eastern shipments were made as far as St. John, N.B., including some
peaches that were becoming well advanced toward ripeness.

Experimental Cars.—The Department purchased fruit for two experimental
cars to test and demonstrate packages and also precooling. One of these cars included

865 boxes of Early Crawford peaches. These peaches were becoming well advanced
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towards ripeness at the time of picking, and in order to make up the carload part

were held under refrigeration eight days before shipping, and were five days in

transit to Winnipeg. The shipment gave perfect satisfaction, as reported by Mr.
A. H. Flack, Chief Fruit Inspector for Prairie Provinces. The other experimental

car shipped to Winnipeg contained Elberta poaches in four different packages, the

Michigan bushel, Woolverton crate, Hunter crate (both 6-quart and ll-quart bas-

kets), and the Northwest box. The test showed conclusively that if peaches are

picked properly and precooled that they may be shipped in any of these packages,

although other shipments have shown that unless the fruit is well packed the results

will not be satisfactory.

Precoolino fou BniNE Tank Cars.- -Brine tank cars were used in both experi-

Tnental shipments of peaches. The ordinary practice has been to place block ice with-

out salt iii these cars. The results have been disastrous, even when the fruit has

been precooled; however, in connection with some investigational work that the

Department has been carrying on with this type of car arrangements were made with

the transportation companies to have crushed ice and 5 per cent, salt placed in the

tanks. Thprmographs were placed near the tanks and in the centre of the car to

get the highest and lowest temperatures during shipment.

The results were most satisfactory. The temperatures ranged between 30

•degrees and 40 degrees, thus giving better temperatures than are ordinarily secured

in block-ice cars. Inspector Flack found no evidence of damage whatever from the

low temperatures near the tanks. The cars required a very small amount of ice

•during transit.

Degree of Maturity of Peaches for Precoolino.—For successful shipment

of precooled peaches the fruit must be picked when " medium-ripe," i.e., when the

fruit is mature yet not ripe. With the Elberta poach this stage is reached when the

ground color is turning yellow and the blush is advancing to a good splash of red,

yet when the fruit is perfectly firm. This is usually two or three days before the

peach would be ripe if left on the tree.

The peach is not truly a cold storage fruit, so that particular care must be used

in handling it at the ripe stage. If allowed to be placed under refrigeration when
ripe, contrary to common opinion, its quality becomes mealy, dry and worthless.

On the other hand, if picked too green it will never advance in color, quality or

flavor. Perhaps no fruit loses its flavor so quickly under refrigeration as the peach,

And although it is possible to hold certain varieties of peaches for several weeks, as

far as firmness is concerned, it is impossible to conserve the flavor this length of

iime. This is important in making peach shipments in order that as much dispatch

;as possible will be secured in their shipment and distribution.

The Peach in Cold Storage.—Refrigeration may be used to great advantage
in marketing the peach other than in their precooling and shipment in refrigerator

•cars. By means of cold storage peaches may be held several days, or even weeks in

ihe case of some varieties, and still be handled in marketable condition. By placing

peaches in cold storage gluts may be avoided. As is well known to peach growers, a
few warm, hot days coming after a period of cool, slow-maturing weather ripens a
variety of peaches all at once, so that the bulk have to be picked within a space of
three days instead of a week or ten days. In such cases local markets receive an
over-abundance of fruit and then are bare. It has been found that with cold storage
facilities at hand fruit may be handled more rapidly at these periods, thus avoiding
» waste from over-ripeness on the trees and at the same time bringing greater returns
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for the peaches l)y lioldiiij; tli- m till llie »iarket streiijrthens after the bulk of the

variety has moved. If cold storage were universally accessible to the peach grower
and used at the time of gluts the tendency would be to sir. ngthen the markets at
that time by relieving them of a certain surplus.

The cold storage holds an unique place in the peach shipping industry by acting
as a reserve medium. By keijjing a certain amount of peaches in cold storage stock
is always on hand to fill orders. By holding peaches at the latter end of the peach
season many late orders are in this way taken care of that would otherwise have to
be lost.

Temperature foh Stohixo Peaches.—IVaches store best at a temperature of
' 2 degrees. Less decay is found to follow and peaches may be held longer at this
temperature than at higher temperatures.

Vakietiks.—The Triumph, Graves, Admiral Dewey, Champion, Mountain Rose
and varieties of a soft nature should not be used for storage but should be shipped
or used at once. Such varieties as the Belle of (Jeorgia, Arp Beauty and Early
Crawford may be held for a week under refrigeration, or may be precooled and safely
shipped in refrigerator cars for several days. The Elberta is one of the best storage
varieties, and if picked at the proper maturity may be stored at 32 degrees for two
weeks, or longer in some cases.

?
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THE MORE IMPORTANT INSECTS AND DISEASES
ATTACKING PEACH TREES

L. Caesar and J. E. IIowitt.

INSECTS.

The Sax Jose Scale (Aspidiolus pernicioKus).—This great pest of fruit trees

will tlfrive whercvi-r tiie jwacii tliri't's, ami is so (Icstnictive that if it jjets on a

peach tree it will in many cast-s. if left untreated, iiuivase so rapidly as to kill the

tree in a eouple of years. The adult female scales are circular in outline, nciirly

flat, ashy lirown in color, with usually a yellowish central area. The diameter of

the scale is about that of the head of a pin. Numerous very small, immature scales

are nearly always found along with these adults and serve as a better means of iden-

Flg. 22. Various stages of San Jose Scale, all enlarged about fifteen times: A. i- jlt
female scale with immature young of various stages settled down around or upon it;

a, an adult male scale; b, b, h, three small black dcales, winter stage. B. An adult
female scale turned over, revealing the insect herself beneath with brisi e-like mouth
parts exposed. C. a, an adult male scale; b, b, two immature blar' 'inter stage
scales. D. Young active larvae soon after birth. Note the nipples ati> 'e grooves
around them in A b, b, b, and in C b, b. (B redrawn from Alwood, tUt emainder
original drawings by Miss A. Hearle.)

tification. They are mere dots in size as seen by the naked eye, but under a hand
lens are seen to be circui-^r and black, and have a little central nipple with a ring or

groove around it. Xo other scale with all these characteristics is likely to be found
on the peach. There arc se\pral broods of this scale each year, and so prolific is it

that there may be more than 1,000,000 offspring from a single female by the end
of t..c season. All parts of the tree above ground, including trunk, brandies, leaves

and fruit, are attacked. •

Means of Control.—A single, thorough application of lime-sulphur, strengtii

1.035 sp. gr. (1 gallon of commercial lime-sulphur to about 7 gallons of water) will

kill the scale. It should be applied early in spring liefore the bud.'-- have begun to

swell 80 that it may control the leaf curl disease at the same time. In some cases

late fall applications on warm days after the leaves are off have given good results.

Soluble-sulphur, 13V^ lbs. to 40 gallons of water, has also proven a good remedy.
)n the United States barium-sulphur crystals have given satisfaction, but have not

been tested vet in Ontario.
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The Peach-tree Boheu {Sanninoidea exilioaa).—This is the most common
and next to the San Jose Scale the most destructive insect enemy of the peach. The
injury iadone by the larvae which bore in the sapwood of the trunk, usually at or
below the ground. We have removed as many as twenty of these borers from a
single fonr-year-old tree. Badly infested trees like these become sickly and not
infrequently die either as a direct result of the work of the borers or because they
have in their weakened state attracted Fruit-tree Bark-beetles, or have become too
weak to stand the winter. The adult insects are pretty, clear-winged moths, bluish
black in color, and not unlike certain common kinds of wasps. The female has
around her abdomen a broad orange l)and, which is absent from the male. The
moths begin to appear about tlio middle of July in Ontario and are to be seen up
to the middip of September. Kg<r laying takes place over much of this period. Eggs

Pig. 23. The Peach-tree Borer: a, a. adult females; b. b. adult
males; c, full-grown or nearljr full-grown larvae; d. d. pupae,
the upper one being empty; e, e. cocoons or pupa cases, the
pupa protruding from the upper one; all natural size. (Ori-
ginal.)

are laid on the trunk, branches, leaves and occasionally in the ground near the
tree. On hatching the little larvie work their way to the base of the tninlc and
gradually eat through the bark. Some of them are still very small by winter; others
are almost full grown. The larvae are whitish with brown heads. During the winter
they remain dormant either in their burrows or in little shelters constnicted on the
bark. Xext spring feeding commences again and in June the largest larv» oegin to
pupate, smaller ones doing so later. There is only one brood a year.

Means of Control—The customary method, and one which has given fairly
good satisfaction, is to examine each tree twice j year, once in October and once
at the end of May or in early June, and with a sharp knife dig out and kill all
larvae found. In searching for them the earth should first be removed from around
the trunk to the depth of three or four inches because they often work below the

i^
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aurface. Their preseuce can nearly always be determined by the masses of gu"! that

exude from the wounds. This should first be removed with the knife or trow«l.

and then by cutting along with the grain of the bark so as to do as little damage to

the tree as possible, the larvip should lie sought out and killed. It earth to a height

of 6 or 8 inches is heaped up around the trees at the end of June it forces the

larrs to work higher up on the trunk, and thus, when it is removed, they can be

more easily found and destroyed. The earth should be put back for winter. Recently

in the United States tree protectors, made by the Scott Tree Protector Co., Balti-

more, Md., have been used with success. Tiiese are stout discs fitted closely around

the base of the tree -nd fastened there firmly by a sticky substance. They are

put on before tiie eggs are laid and prevent the larva; from crawling down to the

crown.

The Lesseu Peacii-tbee Boueu (Sesia piclipen).—Both in the adult and in

the larval stage this borer closely resembles the one just discussed. It is, however,

a little smaller, and the female has not the broad orange band around the abdomen.

Moreover, the habits of the larvip are different in tliat it prefers to work in or along-

side woundi not onlv on the trunk, but aiivwhcre on the larger liranches or at the

Fig. 24. ihe Plum Curculio en a peach fruit; enlarged

about 3 times. (After Quaintance and Jenne.)

crotch. In many parts of the Niagara district there is a considerable amount of

the so-called " Peach Canker " which cau.ses wounds that alford almost ideal breed-

ing places for these borers. Trees with smooth uninjured bark are very seldom at-

tacked. The life history of the insect is, with these exceptions, almost the same as

that of the Peach-tree Borer.

Means of Control.—From what has been said, it is clear that the best method

of control would be to keep the trees free from injuries, but this cannot always be

done. In cases where there am many cankers, much can be gained when pruning

hy cutting off any cankered branches which may be spared and burning them. The

itemaining wounds should be inspected about the end of May and as many of them

as possible cleaned out with a draw-knife and ordinary stout sharp knife. All borers

found should be killed and the wounds covered over with white lead or grafting

-wax.

The Plum Ccteculio (Conotrachelus nenuphar).—This Curculio attacks

peaches as well as plums, cherries, p.?ars, apples, apricots and some other fruits. It

ssssa
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18 regularly worst in the vicinity of woods or waste lands where there is an accumu-
lation of rubbish of any kind. Well cultivated and cared tor orchards with clean
Burroundings are seldom troubled by it. The losses from it are caused first by the
premature falling of infested fruit ; and, secondly, by the Brown Bot disease which
gets admission to the fruit, especially in autumn, through the wounds made in the
•kin by the beetles when feeding. The adults are stout, grayish black beetles about
Vi inch long, with rough wing covers and a long snout. The winter is passed in

the adult stage under any good shelter such as i found in long grass and rubbish
along fence corners or in the borders of woods jt thickets. About the time the
blossoms on the peach have fallen the beetles come out and begin laying eggs.

These continue to be laid for more than a month. Each egg has a crescent-like
slit made about it which serves to distinguish it from those of any other insect. The
larvaj on hatching work their way to the pit and feed alongside it. Full grown
larvae are about one-third inch long, dirty white in color, curved, legless, and have a
brown head. They are full grown in two or three weeks and then enter the soil

a short distance to pupate. lAte in July new adults begin to appear and continue
to do BO for some time. These do not lay eggs but feed on the surface of the fruit
for some time, eating out small areas from which gum soon exudes. Later in the
fall they all go into winter quarters.

Means of Control.— (1) Cjean up the surroundings, leaving as little rubbish as
possible in or near the orchard to sene as winter quarters. (2) Cultivate well up
to as late as is desirable for the welfare of the trees. This kills the pupa in the
ground. (3) If, in spite of these steps, owing to the presence of woods or other
causes, the beetles still cause trouble, spray once each year with 2 or 3 lbs. arsenate
of lead to 40 gallons of water soon after the fruit is well set and the calyces are

off, so that the spray material can get all over the surface. A pound or so of freshly
slaked lime added to eacli barrel will help to insure immunity from burning of
foliage.

The Fbuit-tuee Bahk-beetle, or Shot-hole Borer (Eccoptogaster rugulo-

««) .—In many peach, cherry or ph m orchards a tree or two here or there will be
found with numerous small gum n asses exudin- from the bark of the trunk and
branci^es. If with a knife one cuts the outer bark off these places and finds a little

hole it is a proof that the gum was caused by the work of this pest. The adult in-

sect is a tiny, reddish-black lx!etle, about 1/10 inch long. It attacks most com
monly sickly, dying, or dead trees, infesting healthy trees only when these other?
are absent. If a dead tree is examined the bark will often be seen to have many
little holes like shot-holes in it. If it is removed the wood underneath will be seen
to be engraved with numerous little tunnels running in various directions. These
are the work of the larvae, which are stout, little white grubs without any legs. The
winter is passed in the larval stage in these burrows under the bark. In June they
have become full grown, pupated, and begun to change into adult beetles. Thesif

soon seek the sick, dying, or dead trees, bore holes through the bark and make tun-
nels nearly an inch long underneath it. In these they lay their eggs. The young
larvae on hatching feed on the wood and under part of the bark, making many little

tunnels in doing so, and thus give the engraved surface to the wood. There is a
second brood of adults in August. These may be seen on the trees for many weeks,
but they all perish before winter and only their larvae survive.

Meatts of Control.—Owing to the fact that this insect can breed only in dead
or dying wood, there will very seldom be any damage done by it if all dead or dying
fruit trees or branches are removed and burned each spring before the end of May.
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No brush heapit, or even piles of cordwood made up of the larger branches and
trunks of fruit trees should be left. If the latter are desired for fuel they «hould
be stored in a woodshed or cut in the fall, dried and burned before the abo..^

date. Healthy trees that have been attacked and become covered with gum should
not be cut down because the gum driveH out the b<7etle8 and so no eggs are laid in

them. They should instead be severely pruned, and the soil well fertilized and
cultivated to stimulate growth. In such cases they usually completely recover.

If beetles are found attacking an individual tree, they may be kept off by
covering the tree at once with a coating of thick whitewash containing Vi lb. of salt

to each pailful.

DISKASKS.

Peach Ykllows akw Little Peach.—Tlwse two diseases are so closely re-

lated that they may be dit^cussed together. They Imve caused a great deal of alarm
to peach-growers, and a few years ago were so prevalent and destructive through-

out thei Niagara peninsula that several otherwise excellent orchards had to be de-

stroyed and many growers believed that the peach industry would soon be ruined.

All efforts to discover the cause of either disease have resulted in failure. More-
over, we are still to a very large extent ignorant of how and when they are spread
from tree to tree. We do know, however, both from our own experiments and ijitoee

of otihers that if buds are taken from diseased trees and inserted into healthy

ones the latter will in all, or nearly all oases, become diseased. It is also clear

that viither disease will spread to other trees fror infected trees that are allowed
to remain long in an orchard. The spread may be very slow, and it is quite

possible that weather conditions may some years almost totally prevent it Our
eiperiinsnts prove that even where diseased buds are inserted into healthy trees,

the disease seldom shows up for two years, so one can understand that it will take

considerable time, except imder very favor&ble conditions, for Yellows or Little

Peach to travel through a whole orchard. We have, however, seen entire orchards
perish by the time ifliey were eight years old. Jt has been claimed that pits from
diseased trees will not grow, but we have demonstrated that as high as eight per
cent, under favorable conditions may do so, but there is little or no proof yet in

our experiments that the seedlings from these will develop into diseased trees.

Symptoms of Yellows.—On a diseased tree some of the fruit will usually lie

seen to ripen prematurely, be more highly colored than normal, blotched outside

with red, streaked inside with this color, and the flesh around the pit redder than
usual. Sometimes only one branch will show these symptoms and all the rest of
the tree bear quite normal fruit. The foliage on at least some of the branches soon

begins to assume a j'ellowish color, and in many cases the leaves begin to curl

and cluster as if they were affected by Little Peach. This is especially true when
the disease is far advanced. On such trees we sometimes also find arising from
the main branches little upright growths of slender, much-branched twigs with
narrow, yellowish leaves.

Symptoms of Little Peach.—The fruit on a typicai diseased tree or part of- a
tree ripens later than usual, is smaller than normal, but has no unusual color

markings. In many cases, however, we find diseased trees in which the fruit

ripens at the usual time and is about normal in size, but the foliage shows clearly

that the trees are diseased. The symptoms on the foliage are the curling and clus-

tering of the leaves, especially on the inner parts of the tree, and the sickly yel-

lowish or reddish yellow color that they assume. Iti younger trees the leaves on
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the outer branches will umilly remain quite green /or a long time after thoM in

the centre of the tree have clearly begun to ohow the diseaiie. If the centre of the

tree lodu healthy but the outer branches, because of their reddish yellow color,

look diseased, it will nearly always lie found that such trees are not attacked by

I^ittle Peach, but arc merely in need of better nourishment.

Meatu of Control for Both Distaaea.—There is only one means of control,

namely, to inspect the orcliard in early August and again in September, mark all

diseased trees and remove and burn them, root and branch, promptly. Inspection

need not begin before the last week in July or August 1st, because it is very difli-

Fig. 25. Branch of Little Peach "-ne just
beginning to show the cluster- id
curling of leaves near the base. (O. „ -<>1-)

cult to detect the disease any earlier than this. No tree that gives clear symptoms

of either disease, even in a single branch, can be cured by cutting off such branch

or in any other known way. All diseased trees are useless after the first year. It

is illegal to sell diseased fruit. Every tree left standing for any length of time in

the orchard after it has begun to show the disease is a menace to all the other trees.

Therefore, common sense should lead every man to get rid of such trees quickly

and to help the local inspectors in their work. That good inspection and prompt re-

moral will control the disease has been well demonstrated by the fact that in 1911

nearly 60,000 trees had to be marked and destroyed, and by 1914 this number was
reduced to 3,000. Japanese plums are also subject to both diseases and should he

inspected with equal care. When diseased trees are removed it has been found
safe to replant in the same place the next spring.

Peach Leaf Cubi. (Exoascus deformans (Berk.) Fusckel).—^This is the most
common and most injurious fungus disease of peaches in Ontario. It is famiMar
to every peach-grower, and very frequently seriously impairs the vitality of his

trees.
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It tffecta the leaves m they xpand in the spring and they become distorted,

wUrled, thickene*!, and yellowish white, pinkiwh or purblish in color. A little later

in the season they turn brown and fall. The disease may spread into the shoota

and destroy them. In severe attacks of Peach Leaf (^url the trees are almost com-

pletely defoliate*!, the fniit is stunted or drops to the ground, and the vitality of

the trees is so impaired that they are very likely to he severely injured by the cold

the following winter. It is also probable that proper development of fruit buds

is prevented. Young trees may Ihj killed the first year tliey are set out if they

are defoliated before they have recovered from the »lio«'k of tr.in»planting. Peach

I>>af Curl is alwavs most severe in cold, wet sprinjjs.

Fig. 26. Peach Leaf-curl.

Life History.—The fungus which cau.ses Peach Leaf Curl is carried over the

winter as spores adhering on or betwet-n the bud scales. In the spring, when the

buds begin to swell with warmth and moisture, the spores germinate and infect

the unfolding leaves ; hence the necessity for early and thorough spraying. In cold,

wet springs the opening of the buds is retarded, while the germination of the

spores and the development of the ina-^s is favored by the excessive moisture and

not retarded by the cold. Thus the fungus has plenty of time to get established

in the tender tissues of the developing leaf. This explains why Peach Leaf Curl is

always worse in cold, wet springs.

Means of Control.—Spray with lime-sulphur, using the strength recommended

for San Jos^ ScaJe, viz. : Concentrated lime-sulphur, strength, 1.035 specific gravity,

which equals one gallon commercial lime-sulphur to seven gallons of water. The
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»pr»ying muit be done e«rly in the ipring b.'fore tlie budi have iUrted to •well, and
care muat be taken to see that every bud is thoroughly covered. SacceM depends
upon early and thorough spraying, aM can be un<l©nitoo<l from a consideration of
the life history of tlie fungus. Somewhat weaker solutions of lime-sulphur or Bor-
deaux mixture will prevent the Leaf <'url but will not kill San .Tos4 St-ale. which
if apt to be found wherever peaches are grown, and therefore it is advisable to
use the strong solution of concentrated lime-sulphur as recommended above.

Bbown Rot (ScleroUnia fructifjena (IVn>.) Schroet).—This disease, which iso common on plumn ami cherries, eIho dostroyn peaches. Certain varieties, such
as the Triumph, are particularly susceptible to it.

Fig. 27. Brown Rot Disease. (After Duggar).

It attacks the blossoms, twigs and fruits. It is to the fruit, however, that the
disease does most damage. On this a small, dark brown spot first appears. This
spot increases in size until the whole fruit becomes soft, brown, and rotten. The
surface of the fruit becomes wvered with ashy-colored, spore pustules. For awhile
affected fruits retain their form, but gradually they shrivel up and become hard, dry
mummies. These are frequently seen hanging on the trees, or lying on the ground
beneath them.

The fungus, wliieh causes the Brown Rot may spread into the twigs and small
branches on which the affected fruit !.<; liornc. These are girdled by the fun<^3
near the point of attachment of the fruit and the portion of the twig above this
point is killed. These blighted twigs are common in an orchard after the fruit has
been destroyed by the rot.

Life History.—The disease is spread during the summer months by means of
spores produced on the surface of the rotting fruits. It spreads very rapidly during
warm, muggy weather, especially when the fruits are close together and the foliage
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is lo thick ai to keep out the iunliftht Mini prevent tlie fi\>e circulation of the air.

it ii carried over the winter by meaui* uf spores adlioring to the bark, bud scalaa

and mummied fruits, and by dormant fun^^us threadit (mycelium) in the mum-
mied fruits.

Means of Control.— 1. Prune tiie trees so as to let in light and air.

2. Destroy the mummied fniits. Knock thttn ofT the trees in the fall, and
either gather and burn them or plough them under early in the spring.

3. Thin peaches so that they do not toucli each other.

4. Spray with concentrated lime-sulphur, strength specific gravity 1.035, early

in the spring liefore the buds Itegin to swell. Sprny with self trailed linic-sulphur

about a montli after the fruit is s«>t and again aliout u month lK>fi>rc the fruit ripens.

Peach Scab oh Black Spot {Cladosporium carpophilum, Thum.).-This dis-

ease ix seldom destructive in Ontario. It is, however, very frequently seen on low

grade peaches, cHjM'cially the white-fleshed varieties.

It produces ^*mall, circular, sooty black sjKits oil the surface of the fruit. These

may be scattered all over th(! surface or may Ih? m<»re or less confined to certain

areas. In severe attacks the spots may lie so numerous as to l)adly disfigure tlie

fruit and occasionally, as a result of the injury, cracking of the fruit may occur.

Twigs and leaves are also sometimes affected, but seldom to a noticeable extent here

in Ontario.

Life History.—The fungus which causes the Scab is thought to winter over in

the twigs and produce fresh crops of spores in the spring.

.Weans of Control.—Give the early spraying with lime-sulphur as directed for

Peach Leaf Curl, and in addition spray with self boiled lime-sulphur about a month
after the fruit is set.

Powdery Mildkw ( Sphaerothcca jninnosa (Wallr.) Lev.)—This mildew

attacks both the rose and the peach. It is most commonly seen on young peach

trees which have not yet come into bearing. It frequently severely injures nursery

stock. It does, however, sometimes occur on older trees. Certain varieties are

said to be particularly susceptible to it.

It attacks the leaves, young shoois, and rarely the fruit. The leaves become
distorted, stunted, curled, pale, sickly, more or less folded lengthwise and covered

with a dense powdery white substance which extends over the twigs on which the

leaves are borne. The mildew is easily recognized by this dense, white, powdery
covering on the affected leaves and shoots. It develops most vigorously in warm,
moist weather, and is usually worst in late summer and autumn.

Means of Control.—At the first sign of the mildew dust with flour of sulphur

and repeat at intervals of ten days as often as may be required to hold the disease

in check. Spraying with self-boiled lime sulphur is also recommended. It is often

advisable to discard very susceptible varieties.

Chown Gai.i, (I'seudomonas tuwefaciens (Erw. Smith & Townsend.—This ia

ft bacterial disease which affects many other trees and plants liesides peach trees.

It is easily recognized by the woody, knot-like swellings it causes on the trunk and
roots. These galls vary in shape and size ; some are not as large as a walnut, while

some may be as large or larger than a man's fist. When these galls are on the

trunk they are usually just below the ground. The extent of injury done to the treea

by the Crown Gall is an open question. Many affected trees continue to grow and
appear to thrive normally. There is no doubt, however, that some trees are weak-
ened and stunted, if not killed, by the presence of the galls.
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Prevention.—In order to be on the safe side, do not plant any trees showing

any indication of Crown Gall. Such trees should be returned to the nurseryman

with a request for healthy trees to take their place. It is not advisable to plant

peach trees where raspberries have grown, as raspberries are very subject to this

disease.

Cankkb or Oummosis of Peach Trees.—In certain localities in the Niagara

district, especially at Queen^ton, Niagara-on-the-Lake, St. Catharines, and in a few

orchards at Winona, it is a common thins; to see large, black, gum-covered cankers,

chiefly on tlie upper side of larpe branrlies. These cankers do not heal over but

Fig. 2S. Small Cankers on peach branches;
(Original.)

natural size.

continue to widen out and enlarge until finally the whole branch dies. This usually

takes several years.

The cankers have been attributed to various causes. Mr. W. A. McCubbin, of

the Dominion Laboratory, who has made a special study of Peach Cankers, writes

as follows concerning their origin :

—

•"1. A very small percentage arise from holes made by borer larvae.

"2. They may come as an after-effect from small cracks in the tmnks or

limbs. The percentage thus formed is also very small.

" 3. A small number start from gum bliuters under the bark.

" 4. A few arise at the bases of twigs killed by Brown Hot. The Brown Rot

fungus works back from the rotten fruit into the twig and then starts a canker in

the larger limb.

" 5. Wounds made by scraping the limbs, etc., are accountable for a small

number.
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" 6. Quite a few cankers start at pruning wounds.
" 7. By far the greatest proportion of cankers are formed on the limbs at the

bases of dead twigs. There is presumably a fungus conoerned here which, after

establishing itself in the dead twig, runs back into the larger limb and there starts

a canker."

Field observations, however, made by the writers incline them to think that
heavy pruning and heavy fertilizing, in combination with wet weather early in the

growing season, may also have much effect in inducing the formation of cankers.

Afeans of Control.—Mr. \V. A. McCubbin, after conducting many experiments
on the healing of Peach Cankers, makes the following recommendation in regard to

their prevention and control: Removal of the dead twigs from the main limbs,

since it is found that these twigs are the starting points of the disease in such a
large number of cases; destruction of Brown Rot mummies; painting of all the

larger pruning wounds ; removal of small limbs showing cankers, and the treatment
of cankers on trunk or large limbs by cleaning out the cankers immediately after

rain when the bark and gum are soft, and disinfecting the wounds with formalin

diluted one to ten, or corrosive sublimate, one in a thousand, and coating them with
lead paint free from turpentine.

The field observations of the writers recorded above indicate that care should
be taken not to over prune or over fertilize peach trees, as such treatment apparently
tends to induce the formation of cankers.

Bull. U. Dominion Department of ARri xulture. " Fruit Trae DiaeasM of Soutbem
Ontario."
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